Amoeba
In a repressive city-state,
four classmates at an all-girls school rebel
by forming a triad gang.

24

PRODUCTION COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCER

TOTAL PROJECTED BUDGET

Akanga Film Asia
Singapore – Singapore
www.akangafilm.com
franborgia@akangafilm.com
T +6567874068

Fran Borgia

€ 620,000.00

STATUS

SEEKING

In development

Financing, Co-producers,
Partners, Sales agent, Distributors

TFL CATALOGUE 2022

SYNOPSIS

Siyou Tan
Writer & Director • she/her/hers •
Singapore
Siyou is a Chinese-Singaporean filmmaker
based in Los Angeles. She studied film and
art at Wesleyan University, before going on
to a directing fellowship at the American
Film Institute. She is an alumna of the
Berlinale Talents Tokyo 2022, Busan IFF’s
2019 Asian Film Academy and Universal’s
2019-21 Director Initiative. Most recently,
she has been nominated for the 2022-24
Rolex Mentor and Protégé Arts Initiative with
Jia Zhangke.
Her short film Strawberry Cheesecake
premiered in the Pardi di Domani
competition at the 2021 Locarno Film
Festival. Her previous short Hello Ahma was
shown in competition at the 2020 Berlinale
and the 2019 Toronto IFF. In addition, her
work as an art director in music videos and
commercials has garnered several awards,
including a Cannes Lion and the Jury Award
at SXSW.
She is working on her debut feature film
Amoeba with support from the Hubert Bals
Fund. To date, Amoeba has been awarded
Most Promising Project at Singapore’s 2019
Southeast Asian Film Lab, and the Open SEA
Fund Award at Thailand’s 2020-21 SEAFIC
Lab.
tansiyou@gmail.com

Choo (16), a dropout, returns to her elite all-girls Chinese
school. Her little rebellions against tyrannical teachers attract
the admiration of three other misfits. She’s drawn to them
too and confides about the ghost in her room. The new
friends’ idea: using Sofia’s camcorder to evidence the ghost.
On a field trip, they meet an unlikely kindred spirit – a
disobedient Old Man. Inspired by his stories about the triads
that ruled the streets of colonial Singapore and defied the
authorities openly, they decide to form a gang. But how do
you form a gang in modern Singapore, where even chewing
gum is illegal?
As they take over school corridors and city streets with their
gang activities, buried national histories start to surface in
unexpected ways. The four also uncover hidden dreams for
future selves that deviate from the expected path.
But after the teachers discover the camcorder and the girls
are accused of being real gangsters, the four are separated
and closely monitored. As the exams get closer, unspoken
rules around social class and status threaten to tear them
apart. Choo feels isolated in her refusal to conform to the
pressures of a system obsessed with creating obedient
citizens. But she fights back. After the exams, Choo gathers
the gang for one last fantastical hurrah.

INTENTION

This film started from a desire to investigate a story I told
myself as a teen – that I was an amoeba. I was closeted and
felt shut out from a society that prized conformism above
all. The amoeba’s simplicity represented my denial of all
the parts of myself that I had to bury, in order to fit into the
structure around me.
Amoeba is my way of coping with the loss that came with
the burial of my identity in teenhood. As part of a generation
that grew up in a young country that replaced its history
with a manufactured narrative, I want to explore how we can
create our own stories to counter the narratives imposed
upon us. Both as citizens of a small nation, and as individuals
in intimate friend groups.
I see the film as a dark absurdist comedy, mostly with tight,
fixed framing to evoke uneasy amusement. I’m planning to
work with non-professionals as I’m interested in their identity
formation as they “become” the girls of Amoeba, a process
that involves a form of posturing. Because the act of
becoming, and being, is deeply intertwined with the stories
we tell ourselves, about ourselves.

SCRIPTLAB
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Bleach
After getting a new job as a cleaner in an advertising agency,
Fatime finds herself exploring the possibility
of friendship outside her social class.

28

ORIGINAL TITLE

STATUS

TOTAL PROJECTED BUDGET

Zbardhje

In development

€ 800,000.00

PRODUCTION COMPANY

SEEKING

Vera Films
Prishtina – Kosovo
kaltrinak@gmail.com
0verafilms0@gmail.com
T +38349188346

Co-producers

TFL CATALOGUE 2022

SYNOPSIS

Kaltrina Krasniqi
Director • Kosovo
Kaltrina Krasniqi is an award-winning
Kosovo based film director and researcher
working in film and digital humanities since
early 2000s. She is a founding member of
Kosovo Oral History – a digital archive of
personal histories of people from diverse
paths of life, and a founder of Vera Films. She
graduated in Film Directing at the University
of Prishtina and in 2011 earned an MA in
Media & Communication. In 2015 continued
her studies in University of California, Los
Angeles with focus in Film Producing. Her
debut feature Vera Dreams of the Sea
premiered in Venice Film Festival 2021 and
among many recognitions was awarded
the Grand Prix at Tokyo International Film
Festival 2021.

In an advertising agency in downtown Prishtina, 20 female
cleaners are sitting in a focus group, sharing thoughts on
a new bleach product the agency is branding. Fatime, a
domestic worker from Prishtina outskirts, shares a personal
story, which draws the attention of Elvira, the charismatic
head of the agency. She offers her a job as a cleaner at the
firm. Fatime has been waiting for this offer for years. She has
grown emotionally exhausted by contract-less work in other
people’s homes, cleaning or nannying their children. So she
eagerly accepts. One thing leads to another, and Fatime is at
a luxury private residence on the Albanian coast, changing
bandages on Elvira’s body recovering from liposuction. Elvira
is adamant: nobody must know. Fatime is loyal. She doesn’t
even tell her family. Having a powerful, successful woman
dependent on her caring touch, instills in her a devotion she
feels only for her closest friends. Unaware, she crosses a line.
An incident tarnishes this newfound friendship so badly that
Fatime, the believer of cleanliness, the expert stain remover,
cannot seem to know how to bleach out. Her truth is simply
not a valid currency in a world where what she perceives as a
friendship is just an illusion created by manipulative dynamics
of social class.

kaltrinak@gmail.com

INTENTION

Becoming a mother taught me that if I wanted to make
films I needed a substitute. Having a nanny granted me a
front seat to the lives of women who step in for you, and
by doing so risk systematic exploitation. Because after all,
they are contract-less workers serving within your confined
private life.

Doruntina Basha
Writer • she/her/hers •
North Macedonia
Doruntina is a playwright and screenwriter.
She studied Playwriting at the University
of Prishtina and holds an MA in European
Humanities. She spent a decade working
in the creative industry in her hometown.
Her first feature screenplay Vera Dreams
of the Sea was made into a film by Kaltrina
Krasniqi. It premiered in the Orizzonti
section of the 78th Venice International Film
Festival. She works in her home country, as
well as internationally, in theater, film and
communication.

Bleach is an intimate drama focused on two very different
women who are unlikely to meet in any other circumstance
but the one where services are provided and purchased.
However, a sudden bond paints a dual gaze which examines
women’s dynamic when they feel unwatched. Fatime and
Elvira engage in a complex interaction shaped by class,
power and tension.

doribasha@gmail.com
SCRIPTLAB
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I Don’t Know Where I’m Going
In 1997, 10-year-old Vera tries to connect
with her father but they don’t share
a common language.
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PRODUCTION COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCER

TOTAL PROJECTED BUDGET

Uma Pedra no Sapato
Lisbon – Portugal
www.umapedranosapato.com
info@umapedranosapato.com
T +351211913524

Filipa Reis

€ 962,500.00

STATUS

SEEKING

In development

Development and production
support, Broadcasting partners,
Sales agents, Distributors,
Film festival representatives

TFL CATALOGUE 2022

SYNOPSIS

Sofia Bost
Writer & Director • she/her/hers •
Portugal
Sofia Bost studied Communication Sciences
in Nova University of Lisbon before moving
to the United Kinggdom to pursue film.
In 2015 she earned a Filmmaking MA
from London Film School. Her debut
short film Party Day (2019) premiered at
Cannes Critics’ Week before embarking
on an international round of more than
30 festivals, such as New York Film
Festival, Leeds International Film Festival,
Odense International Film Festival, Helsinki
International Film Festival, among others;
picking up the Professional Jury Prize at
Films Femmes Méditerranée in France. It was
commercially released in Portugal, United
Kingdom, Germany, Iceland, Uruguay, Brazil
and Argentina, with national DVD and VOD
distribution. Her new short film, Stone
Beach, a Portuguese-French co-production
shot in France, is in pre-production. Her
debut feature project I Don’t Know Where
I’m Going will also participate in the Cannes
Critics’ Week Next Step programme later
this year.
sofiabost@gmail.com

Lisbon, 1997. 10-year-old Vera has seen her father a handful
of times. Christian lives in France and they don’t share a
common language. Vera’s mother, Luisa, is a present and
engaged parent but only talks superficially about Christian
as the memory of their separation is still painful.
When Vera’s father invites her to spend a summer
vacation with him and his family, Vera is hesitant. She is
a sensitive and introverted girl and has never been away
from her mother.
Upon her arrival, Vera is showered with compliments and
attention. Christian is spontaneous, joyous and affectionate.
But soon his social engagements and family life take over
his attention and Vera is cast aside. Unable to process her
emotions, she shuts down.
Luisa takes her daughter home and tries to cheer her up but
Vera is left alone to cope with her pain. Their relationship
changes as Vera’s sadness turns to rage. Luisa finally brings
herself to address her daughter’s feelings, as well as her own,
so they can both move forward.
In the last days of summer, Vera is excited about the
beginning of the school year. It’s the first French class:
the teacher asks if anyone is familiar with the language.
Vera remains silent.

INTENTION

My parents separated before I was born. My father lived in
another country, spoke a different language and had a new
family. Our meetings relieved my father’s guilt but reminded
me I had been abandoned. As a child I hid all the hurt and by
the time I reached adulthood I was completely averse to the
expression of painful emotions.
Fatherlessness can create a subtler form of emotional
trauma, one that is often overlooked. This film is about the
need to open up in order to heal. It’s a tender exploration
of a girl’s relationship to her inner self, a dissection of the
human heart and its wounds. On the brink of adolescence,
this is Vera’s coming-of-age story but also that of her
relationship with her mother.
I’m interested in the small situations of everyday life.
Routines, hesitations, unspoken words. A simple aesthetic
coupled with unsentimental observation suits a story
that slowly and quietly unfolds. A cinema permeated
with melancholy and yearning that never forces its hand,
capturing the ache of a child trying to find her place in a
world she doesn’t yet fully understand.

SCRIPTLAB
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Sealskin
In a world where women are vanishing,
Flora will do anything to save her friend.
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ORIGINAL TITLE

MAIN PRODUCER

TOTAL PROJECTED BUDGET

Piel de Foca

Marta Cruañas Compés

€ 2,000,000.00

PRODUCTION COMPANY

STATUS

SEEKING

Vilaüt Films
Barcelona – Spain
www.vilautfilms.com
cruanas.marta@gmail.com
T +34610941419

In development, Early financing

International co-producer,
Sales agent

TFL CATALOGUE 2022

SYNOPSIS

Irene Moray
Writer & Director • Spain
Irene Moray is a photographer and
filmmaker. In 2012 she moved to Berlin,
where she directed her first fiction short
film, Bad Lesbian, which received awards
such as the Alcine Audience Award and the
Jury Prize at the F.i.S.H. Festival in Rostock.
After four years in Germany, Moray decided
to return to Barcelona where she wrote and
directed Watermelon Juice (Suc de Síndria),
premiered at Berlinale Shorts and selected
at TIFF. The short film garnered more than
100 selections and 30 awards, including an
EFA nomination and the Goya Award for
Best Fiction Short Film. Recently, Irene has
directed an episode of the second season
of Vida Perfecta. She is currently writing
her first feature film: Sealskin. The project
has been selected by the TFL ScriptLab,
by the Spanish Film Academy Residencies
programme, and by the Filmmakers Lab
of the Toronto Film Festival, where the
project was awarded the TIFF Filmmakers
Lab Fellowship.
irenemoray@gmail.com

SCRIPTLAB

When a coworker disappears, worry spreads among the
janitorial staff of the university. Flora (25) is the most
distressed of them all. Flora is a loner, sometimes awkward
or even rude, but very perceptive. She lives with her grumpy
grandmother and is having an affair with Bonian (27), a
sensitive gardener with a true passion for botany.
One stormy evening, Flora is getting completely soaked,
when Helga (30), a bright teaching candidate, finds her and
offers her a lift. Helga is also feeling stressed, due to her
new job and insecure relationship with her boyfriend Ares
(42), but also, Flora discovers that she is hiding a transparent
stain growing in her chest. A deep friendship begins: despite
their socio-economic and personal differences, they can be
themselves with each other.
The more the stain grows in Helga’s chest, the closer they
become. It is therefore shocking when Helga decides to go
back to Ares at a moment when Flora needs her. The betrayal
reopens a wound Flora thought had healed. Helga goes back
home only to find Ares abusing her trust, and her body turns
even more transparent. But Flora decides not to let another
friend disappear and together with Bonian they help Helga
escape to a house in the woods where women have come
to heal.

INTENTION

We are used to images of violence against women’s bodies,
both fictional and real, thus stories of power and healing
become necessary and hopeful. With Sealskin I focus on
recovery, characters helping each other overcome trauma,
rediscover and reclaim their lost bodies. I use physical
disappearance as a visual metaphor. It’s not about logically
explaining the reason behind the missing body parts, but
rather delving into the consequences of having lost part
of yourself. Sealskin depicts the characters at a slow pace.
Most of the time, they linger in closed and dark spaces, until
they discover the house in the woods which brings light and
hope to the story. An enchanted house inhabited by ghosts,
non-frightening survivors of the invisible violence that is
constantly present in our society. Just like the traditional
nordic tale which has given the film its title, Sealskin takes the
shape of a fable and opens a magic door into a safe space for
Flora and Helga to reclaim agency.

43

Summer and Alyah
Two sisters will set off far
from their world at the cost of their bond.
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PRODUCTION COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCER

TOTAL PROJECTED BUDGET

Hélicotronc
Brussels – Belgium
www.helicotronc.com
info@helicotronc.com
T +3225392357

Julie Esparbes

Around € 2,000,000.00

STATUS

SEEKING

In development

Co-producers, Sales,
Distribution, TV

TFL CATALOGUE 2022

SYNOPSIS

Isabelle Schapira
Writer & Director • she/her/hers •
France / Belgium
After theatre studies, passionated by actors’
directing and photography, Isabelle enters
the IAD - Institut des Arts de Diffusion in
Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium, where she
graduated in the film directing department.
Her short Christine is selected and awarded
in many festivals, especially for her work with
the actors. In 2014, she directed With Lou,
broadcast by TV5 MONDE and RTBF, and
selected in more than thirty festivals as well.
The writing of Boy, her third short movie,
was supported by the Atelier du Moulin
d’Andé and The Berlinale Short Film Station
and won best photography, broadcast by
Canal+, TV5 Monde, RTBF. Summer and
Alyah is her debut feature.

Summer, 13, lives with her sister Alyah, 15. Following the
death of their mother, the two girls were raised by their
survivalist father in nature far from the contemporary world.
Summer, shy and withdrawn, idolizes Alyah who has one
obsession: protect her from the outside world. When Alyah
causes an accident with a policeman to “protect her family”,
their father takes the blame and is imprisoned. Shocked,
the girls are forced to go and live with their aunt Valérie
who has been desperately looking for them for years.
Unable to adjust to their new family, Alyah wants to flee and
join their stepmother Myriam. But Summer is torn between
her desire to emancipate herself from her sister and the fear
of breaking their fusional love. Summer will make a choice:
let Alyah go at the risk of losing her.

isabelleschapira@gmail.com

INTENTION

I’m making this film to understand the path of resilience
and to explore the question of why, after a trauma, some
will succeed in adapting and others will not. How come
two sisters, where the older one is on the surface better
equipped to adapt since she has more experience,
ultimately it is the youngest who is able to manage
and move on? What is hidden behind their dynamic?
This story will continue to explore the construction of
female identity in childhood. My vision is that most of
the time, growing up means dealing with chaos. Summer
explores the complex feelings she has towards her sister.
She will have to grow by emancipating herself from her
system of values. She will choose to say goodbye even
when gaining her freedom means losing her family.
I want to explore the paradox of being better while
separated.
For this luminous and energetic drama, where deep
nature confronts the rules of society, I will, as in my
previous films, work with a combination of professional
and non-professional cast. I aim to stay very close to the
young actresses.

Picture: © Irene Moray
SCRIPTLAB
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The Outside
“The Outside” connects
the riddles of the universe
with the darkness of the cavern.
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ORIGINAL TITLE

MAIN PRODUCER

TOTAL PROJECTED BUDGET

El Exterior

Silvia Sanchez

€ 1,202,660.00

PRODUCTION COMPANY

STATUS

SEEKING

Kino Pravda
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria –
Spain
www.kinopravda.es
info@kinopravda.es
T +34600505576

In development

Co-production, Distributor,
Sales agent, TV

TFL CATALOGUE 2022

SYNOPSIS

Victor Moreno
Writer & Director • he/him/his •
Spain
He studied film and Philosophy and Master
Creative Documentary in Pompeu Fabra
University. He has made The Hidden City,
awarded with the Best documentary film
in Feroz awards 2020 and the full Lenght
documentary Edificio España (2012)
nominated to GOYA Awards for best
documentary. He›s author of other medium
and short films as The stone (2013) and The
stranger (2009) awarded internationally.
His films has been shown in more than 100
international festivals as IDFA, San Sebastián,
Karlovy Vary, Viennale, San Francisco, Bafici o
Visions du reel and exhibited in places as the
Lincoln Center (New York), The Pompidou
Museum (Paris), the Barbican Center (London)
and Reina Sofia Museum (Madrid). He also
work in video installations presented in
Cineteca Matadero (Madrid) and MIAC de
Lanzarote and teaches at several film schools.
He had offered master classes about his films
in universities such as La Sorbonne (Paris)
or the University of Southern California (Los
Angeles). Between 2015 and 2017 he was
the artistic director of the Muestra de Cine of
Lanzarote, Canary Islands.
victormoreno@kinopravda.es

Judith Alzola
Co-writer • she/her/hers • Spain
Judith Alzola graduated in Media Studies at
the University Complutense of Madrid before
earning her Screenwriter’s Degree at ECAM
Film School. She co-wrote the short film
Estocolmo (2010) by Juan Francisco Viruega
which screened in over 80 film festivals
around the world.

Ana and Alexander’s space shuttle crashes in the middle
of a desolate and barren landscape. Despite their hi-tech
equipment, it takes them two days to realize they are
stranded on their own planet: Earth. Alexander, a data-driven
engineer, insists on following the protocol. Ana, a test subject
on fertility and reproduction experiments in outer space, acts
unsupportive and aloof. With their communication channels
inoperative and running out of water, they are forced to
venture into the desert. The unbearable heat and sand storms
make them fear an impending doom. However, among the
dust haze, they encounter a shepherd; a peculiar old lady
who travels with her goats. Unable to speak the language,
they must adapt to her way of life in order to survive. The
shepherd soon senses Ana’s soul is trapped by dark demons
that must be cleansed. She takes the astronauts to the depths
of a cave where she performs a healing ritual that induces
Ana into a cathartic state. This experience will renew the
astronauts’ views on space travel and encourage them to
face a new beginning back on Earth.

INTENTION

The strange desire human beings have to leave the
planet has made me wonder about the impulse for space
colonization. Researching current space programs, I realised
that, paradoxically, while we prepare to travel to other
worlds, we are still discovering unknown aspects of our own
planet. So I asked myself: what would happen if astronauts
visited Earth? Historically presented as heroes of paradigms
of scientific knowledge and technological mastery, in The
Outside, the astronauts have to survive stranded in a primitive
landscape without the help of technology. A shepherd guides
them in a form of nomad life. A journey that takes them back
to a time when we roamed the deserts, hunting, admiring
gods that lived in the sky. My hallucinatory vision shows Earth
as a primitive world, with all the beauty and mystery of our
planet. The desert is the scenery of this adventure film about
the technological human being and their relationship with
our planet in a time when we are obsessed with leaving it. I
continue to be surprised that human beings believe that it is
possible to dominate the universe.

judithalzolaromero@gmail.com
SCRIPTLAB
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Until the Day Ends
Two teenagers protesting
political repression must flee,
taking with them only their love and a dog.
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ORIGINAL TITLE

MAIN PRODUCER

STATUS

Do kraja dana

Jenela Angelovski

In development

PRODUCTION COMPANY

CO-PRODUCER

TOTAL PROJECTED BUDGET

Taurunum Film
Belgrade – Serbia
lenka.angelovski@gmail.com
T +381641901977

Meander Film – Montenegro

€ 765,000.00

TFL CATALOGUE 2022

SEEKING

Co-producers, Sales

SYNOPSIS

Jelena Maksimovic
Writer & Director • she/her/hers •
Serbia
Jelena Maksimovic graduated in Film editing
at the Faculty of Dramatic Arts in Belgrade.
She has been teaching at the Faculty for
Media and Communication in Belgrade,
Digital Arts Department, since 2015. As an
editor she worked on films such as The
Load (2018), You Have the Night (2018),
Celts (2021) and Landscapes of Resistance
(2021) which screened in Cannes, Venice,
Berlinale, Locarno, Rotterdam, Toronto
and many others. She has directed two
shorts and two feature films: Taurunum Boy
(2018) and Homelands (Domovine, 2020),
which premiered at Cinéma du Réel and FID
Marseille, respectively. In addition to film,
she has achieved numerous collaborations
in the field of video art, spatial installations
and theatre performances.

As protestors take to the streets in a wild riot, a young
woman, Lena, escapes the misery of her patriarchal family.
She meets Stefan who came to take away her beloved piano
as a settlement of her brother’s debt and starts flirting with
him out of spite for her family. However, she soon realises
that, despite obvious ideological differences, they share
the desire to be accepted, to be free. As the night carries
them on the waves of the city in turmoil, they search for a
way forward. The two join the protest, where the situation
escalates. As the tear gas is deployed against the protestors,
and bricks and rocks fly through the air, a man hits the
ground, his head bleeding. Stefan realizes it was him who
struck the police officer with a rock. The lovers must flee
to nature – the only possible shelter - he, in search of
redemption, she, in search of her heart.

jelenamaksic@gmail.com
INTENTION

During the pandemic, the feeling of isolation and irreversible
change I experienced as a teenager throughout the ‘99
bombings in Belgrade came back to me, as well as the period
of intense revolt that followed. Then I met sixteen-yearold Lena and she reminded me of the teenage rebel I once
was. With this film, I want to express this maladjustment,
and intolerance towards imposed things and give voice to
a young girl’s experience which mirrors mine. The film will
be one breath of youth, with elements of a broader sociopolitical context: the demonstrations in Belgrade in July
2020 and the general chaos of the contemporary moment.
I want to explore possibility of a connection between two
young people who belong to opposing social currents. They
fall in love amid chaos. After that, the film is dominated by a
general sense of fear and paranoia, the defining experience
of the previous years. Finally, I superimpose pictures of
current environmental problems with the teenagers’
connection to nature as the only space in which the idea of
love can be born even for a moment.

CO-WRITER

Ivan Salatić
SCRIPTLAB
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© Kirill Sulyga

Warrior
A female sniper returns from the frontline to her home,
but has to fight a different battle.
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PRODUCTION COMPANY

MAIN PRODUCER

SEEKING

Production company
Contemporary Ukrainian Cinema
Kyiv – Ukraine
www.cuc.com.ua
cyk.cuc@gmail.com
T +380932499150

Valeria Sochyvets

Co-producers, Distributors,
Sales agents

TFL CATALOGUE 2022

STATUS

In development

SYNOPSIS

Masha Kondakova
Writer & Director • she/her/hers •
Ukraine / France
Masha Kondakova was born and raised in
Kyiv, Ukraine. After studying acting and
directing at Kyiv National University of
Theatre, Film and TV (MA course 2012),
she played one of the main roles in a TV
show House Arrest (Domashniy Arest)
directed by Anton Goida (2010) that had a
huge success in Ukraine and made her well
known. Masha moved to Paris in 2014 after
she wrote and directed her first short film
Fallen Leaves (Lystopad) that premiered
at Locarno Film Festival in the Pardi di
domani section, International Competition
was showcased on Canal+ and invited
and awarded at more than 70 festivals
around the world. Moved by the events in
her homeland, she decided to go to the
frontline in the East of Ukraine to shoot a
documentary feature about female soldiers
of the Ukrainian Army. After being shown in
a dozen of European Festivals, Inner Wars
(2021) was bought in 8 countries such as
France and Germany (ARTE and Deutsche
Welle), Poland (Canal+), Estonia, China, Iran,
Portugal, Ukraine (National TV). Masha has
just finished another MA in scriptwriting at
Sorbonne Paris 1 in 2022. Moreover, she
keeps working as an actress. Her latest
appearance is in One Fine Morning (Un
Beau Matin) by Mia Hansen-Løve (2022).
Warrior is her first feature film as a director.
Besides TFL ScriptLab the project was
also selected for development at SoFilm
residency in France (2021-2022).
mashakonda@gmail.com

SCRIPTLAB

In the summer of 2021, Sasha, a young female sniper, comes
back home from the war with Russia in the East of Ukraine
on a short leave. She is excited to see her father, a forester
and eco activist in the West of Ukraine, but she returns to find
he has sold the house and disappeared. Feeling betrayed,
Sasha investigates her father’s disappearance which leads
her to a group of loggers that get rich by illegally exporting
lumber to Europe. Her uncle, a local politician, encourages
her to stay home and help him shape the future of their
town. Sasha helps with his reelection campaign as she gets
closer and closer to the real answer she is looking for: her
father interfered with the illegal logging business which led
to his death. As Sasha gets closer to the truth, the loggers
start to hunt her. When she turns to her uncle for support,
she discovers that he too is part of the scheme and was
complicit in her father’s death. Sasha has to decide whether
to confront her uncle and the loggers or save herself? Willing
to avenge her father’s death, Sasha goes into her last fight.

INTENTION

I grew up near the forest in Kyiv that I admired as a child.
Today, I understand more deeply the ecological need in a
forest and the dangerous consequences of it disappearing.
Over the past 20 years, deforestation in the mountains of
Western Ukraine has become catastrophic. The market
for illegal logging in Ukraine is estimated at €1 billion. This
situation has made people complacent and many are now
attracted by the relatively easy money. Without the trees, the
mountains collapse and floods wreck homes and roads. It is
urgent for me to talk about this crisis in my homeland.
Warrior is a thriller with elements of action which explores
the matter of values, beliefs. The conflict between
indifference and awareness that I lived when I came back
home from the frontline. Sasha feels that the values she
fought for have been betrayed. But the world did not really
change, it is her who now sees it differently. The raw and
natural light accentuates the realistic dimension of the
story. The organic camera becomes the witness of the
emergency in which the main character lives.
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What About Sousan
(working title)

An impossible love lost among
the remains of a dying revolution.

ORIGINAL TITLE

MAIN PRODUCERS

TOTAL PROJECTED BUDGET

À propos de Sousan

Lionel Massol
Julie Esparbes
Pauline Seigland

About €2,000,000.00

PRODUCTION COMPANIES

Films Grand Huit
Paris – France
www.filmsgrandhuit.com
lionel@filmsgrandhuit.com
T +33629464531
Hélicotronc
Brussels – Belgium
www.helicotronc.com
julie@helicotronc.com
T +32498598482
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TFL CATALOGUE 2022

STATUS

In development

SEEKING

Distributors, Sales agents,
TV, Funds

SYNOPSIS

Marie Le floc’h
Writer & Director • she/her/hers •
France / Belgium
After a bachelor’s in History, Marie
Le floc’h joined a cinema school in
Belgium, I.A.D (Institut des Arts de
Diffusion), where she made two short
films, Elena (2014) and Whispering
Grass (2015), which travelled in festivals
and won several prizes, including Arte
Award in Namur. She then worked on
several shootings as an assistant. The
desire to return to her hometown to make
a film led her to work in a fish factory in
Lorient, Brittany, one of the inspirations
for Among the Almond Trees (2019),
which was selected inter alia in IFFR
Rotterdam, Clermont-Ferrand, nominated
for a César award, and won the Grand Prize
at Cinemed. Based in Brussels, Marie is
currently developing her first feature film,
produced by Films Grand Huit (France)
and Hélicotronc (Belgium). Beside the
ScriptLab, the project was selected for the
Groupe Ouest’s annual selection in 2021
and for the Moulin d’Andé’s francophone
programme in 2022.
marie_lefloch@yahoo.fr

Working at the Keroman fishing port as a filleter, Wael
is exiled in Lorient with his daughter Reem for six years,
following the arrest of his wife Sousan, an actress and activist
during the Syrian revolution. After six years of struggle, he has
just obtained the name of the prison in which she is detained
and negotiates her release. Whereas Wael experiences
Sousan’s arrival as a liberation, Reem remains on her guard
toward this woman she no longer knows but who has
become a symbol for all the Syrian people. In Lorient, Sousan
tries to adapt herself to this family life so expected by Wael.
But her quotidian experience is the antithesis of the burning
ideals she has carried for years, confronting her with loss of
meaning and status. Little by little, a gap widens with Wael
between their different experiences in exile, their ideals and
their expectations. While Sousan commits politically, Wael
hides the heartbreak of feeling her getting away and tries by
all means to bring her back to him. When she is offered a
position in the Syrian Interim Government in Turkey, Sousan,
torn, finally renounces and refuses the proposal. Having
come to understand her mother’s inherent strength but
seeing that she is fading away, Reem encourages Wael to
come out of denial and let Sousan go.

INTENTION

It is the story of an impossible love between a man, who has
searched his wife for years and must resolve to let her go,
and a woman, marked in her body and soul by a fight which
is the only vital impulse she has left.
The journey of this couple takes place in a particular context:
the exile of many opponents following the Syrian revolution.
Far from being the subject of the film, it forcefully reveals
these characters whose paths have diverged. It confronts
them in their deepest questionings, revealing incompatible
expectations and choices.
For some time now, I have been interested in exiled families
through my projects, but it has always been from an intimate
angle. And if the context of the Syrian revolution is intimately
important to me, what interests me is to highlight the
unspoken of this family separation.
Within a tight narrative and a sober mise en scene, I would
like to explore their different points of view, because each of
them has their reasons. In this regard, films like Mike Leight’s
All or Nothing, or Asghar Farhadi’s A Separation are such an
inspiration for its viewpoint structure.

SCRIPTLAB
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